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Test Pilot: Airspeeds

pletely accurate. FAA airworthiness ... To do its job accurately, the static port must be ... efficient engine operation; giving you maximum time in the air. And ... 
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This example shows how 2000 we finished our you, the purchaser, could be climb performance testing very pleased—or very disapby explaining how to deFive ways to measure your airplane's velocity pointed—because there's termine your airplane's more than one way to describe airspeed. Before ormaximum climb angle ED KOLANO dering this kit, I suspect and the airspeed to you'd do your homework to achieve it (V x ). Between September and December find out exactly what 345 mph means. But your air2000, we started with speed homework doesn't climb theory and ended end there. with climb performance charts showing your airplane's maximum After you build your airplane, climb rate, angle, and gradient you'll have to calibrate your pitotstatic system to account for a variety along with its V Y , V x , and climb performance for any other speed. of possible errors that can cause your airspeed indicator to display an inThat was a lot of technical how-to correct airspeed. If you're going to stuff that emphasized airspeeds. This rely on this indicator for your premonth we'll take a break from the Calibrated, flight and in-flight planning, it's esnumber-oriented material and exsential to know exactly what it's plore the various airspeeds we pilots Equivalent, telling you. deal with. Pilots deal with five airspeeds: Ob"At 345 mph you'll be flying the and True. served, Indicated, Calibrated, Equivfastest..." Wow. That's fast. If that's a sea- altitude of 20,000 feet on a standard alent, and True. Let's examine them level, standard-day indicated air- day, the sea-level indicated airspeed individually and then put the puzzle speed, this airplane should cruise at would be more like 251 mph. Still back together. more than 400 mph true airspeed at fast, but a lot different from 470 IN THE FINAL "TEST PILOT" OF



Airspeeds



Pilots deal with five airspeeds: Observed, Indicated,



10,000 feet and more than 470 mph at 20,000 feet. Of course, if the quoted airspeed for this pressurized airplane is true airspeed at a pressure



mph. So, which airspeed is that 345 mph, and at what altitude does it apply? 1 don't know—the magazine ad didn't say.



Observed & Indicated Airspeed



Observed airspeed is what you see on the airspeed indicator (ASI). I know, you thought this was indiSport Aviation
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Test Pilot cated airspeed. It is, according to FAA publications and many pilot operators' handbooks. There's no harm in doing this because these manuals just want you to be aware of the difference between what you see on the AST and the published calibrated airspeeds. You use calibrated airspeed in your true airspeed calculations, so the airplane manufacturer wants to ensure that you know that you'll have to adjust



what you read on the airspeed indicator before you do any planning. We're differentiating between observed and indicated airspeed because the ASI itself may not be completely accurate. FAA airworthiness standards for small airplanes require a minimum instrument calibration error, the error inherent in the gauge itself. Indicated airspeed is observed airspeed corrected for the airspeed indicator's internal errors.
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To learn what error your ASI has, have an instrument shop benchtest it. After the test you'll know what it reads compared to what it should indicate based on the pitot and static pressures applied to it during the bench test. You've probably read articles explaining how to do this with a simple water manometer, which applies air pressure to the airspeed indicator. The applied pressures correspond to appropriate airspeed readings, and the technician compares the appropriate airspeeds with the readings observed on your ASI. Once you know these errors, you can correct what -you read on the airspeed indicator (Observed Airspeed) to what it •should read (Indicated Airspeed). Indicated airspeed is observed airspeed corrected for airspeed indicator internal errors. Note: Some texts refer to what you read on the gauge (what we're calling observed airspeed) as indicated airspeed and the airspeed corrected for indicator internal errors (what we're calling indicated airspeed) as true indicated airspeed. The observed-to-indicated bench test applies specific pitot and static pressures to the respective fittings on the back of your ASI, and you connect these same fittings to your airplane's pitot and static lines, which route the air pressure the pitot tube and static port sense. Unfortunately, the pitot tube and static port do not always sense the real ambient pressures, and you need to do some inflight calibration to account for these errors. Many pilots believe that the pitot tube doesn't sense the real ambient pressure because it's not oriented directly into the relative wind, which is the case during slow flight or flight at a high angle of attack. This is a factor, but the static side of the system is responsible for most of the error. Generally, static ports are located



on the side of the fuselage or on the pitot tube. To do its job accurately, the static port must be exposed to the ambient air pressure without allowing any ram air pressure to enter it. Ram air pressure results when the airplane's forward speed forces air into an opening, and sensing this pressure, along with the ambient pressure, is the pitot tube's job. But the static port should be located on the airplane so it senses only ambient or static pressure. This is why the static port is located where its opening is perpendicular to the relative wind. But different flight conditions and landing gear and flap positions can change the air pressure around the static port. Because your airspeed indicator compares the pressure from the pitot tube with the static pressure, any change in the static pressure can cause an erroneous airspeed indication. A flight test is the only way to determine these errors. We'll discuss a few of the common flight-test methods next month, but for now we'll make the point that calibrated airspeed is indicated airspeed corrected for errors stemming from the pressure variations around the static port. Note: Manufacturers of certificated airplanes test their airframes extensively to find the static port location that has the least amount of static pressure variation. That's why this indi-



Carburetor Crisis? This guy doesn't have an Ellison carburetor. He'll be ordering one, however, when he reaches shore. Ellison's patented system evenly distributes fuel for quick starts and efficient engine operation; giving you maximum time in the air. And, they're fully aerobatic. Find out why Ellison is the right carburetor for your aircraft. For product literature, write, phone 425-271-3220, fax 425-277-9333, or visit our web site to email or to upload.
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Carburetors You Can Bank On! www.ellison-fluid-systems.com Ellison Fluid Systems Inc. • 350 Airport Way • Renton, WA 98055
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Learn more about airplane design principles!



cated-to-calibrated correction is often called position error correction or installation error correction.
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Experiment with airplane design ideas!
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Calibrated & Equivalent Airspeed



Analyze modifications to your existing airplane or kit!



•—L



Explore the full performance range of your plane or a kit you're considering!



Equivalent airspeed is the calibrated airspeed corrected for compressibility. "Compressibility" is often associated with high-speed, near sonic flight, but in this application it has to do with the air pressure in the pitot system. Concisely, at faster speeds and higher altitudes, the static pressure the pitot system senses is not the true static pressure (remember, the pitot system senses total pressure or static plus dynamic pressure). The sensed static pressure is higher because of this compressSport Aviation
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AirplanePDQ is an airplane preliminary design tool specifically tailored for the experimental aircraft enthusiast.



For full details, check out our web site at



www.davincitechnologies.com or email us at



[email protected] DaVinci Technologies, Incorporated PO Box 5159 • Laurel, MD 20726-5159



www.davincitechnologies.com • [email protected] (301) 317-6568 (Voice) • (800) 768-6319 (Fax)



For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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ibility effect, so the total pressure in the pitot system is artificially high. This causes the airspeed indicator to show a speed faster than the a i r plane is actually flying. The good news for most of us is that we usually don't fly fast enough or high enough to worry about correcting for this error. Table 1 shows the corrections you'd apply to a sampling of calibrated airspeeds at different altitudes. Unless you fly faster than 200 knots calibrated airspeed and higher than 10,000 feet pressure altitude, you can probably safely ignore this correction. Note: Manufacturers calibrate the airspeed indicator to read correctly under standard-day, sea-level conditions, so there's no calibrated-to-eciuivalent correction necessary when flying under these conditions at any speed.
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sense the less dense air, and that results in a lower reading on your airspeed indicator. Alternatively, if you're flying at 10,000 feet with 100 knots on the ASI, your true airspeed will be faster because the plane must fly faster to compensate for the lower pitot pressure caused by the less dense air. Some airspeed indicators indicate true airspeed with a rotating scale or ring that aligns the outside air temperature with your pressure altitude. The scale also rotates a true airspeed scale behind the indicating needle, allowing you to read true airspeed directly along with observed airspeed. This simple device works because aligning the outside air temperature and pressure altitude scales compensates for density altitude. Density altitude is pressure altitude



Equivalent & True Airspeed



The higher you fly, the less dense the air is. This decrease in air density affects the pressure the pitot system senses and, therefore, the reading on your airspeed indicator. Let's say you're flying at 100 knots equivalent airspeed at sea level. Assuming for simplicity that the ASI, position, and compressibility errors are zero, the pressure in your pitot system causes your airspeed indicator to read 100 knots. If you're flying the same airplane at 100 knots equivalent airspeed at 10,000 feet, the pitot system will 104
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corrected for temperature. True airspeed is equivalent airspeed corrected for density altitude. True Airspeed & Ground Speed



Ground speed is true airspeed corrected for wind. Every pilot learns this in training, and we use it every time we fly. Ground speed has nothing to do with an airplane's airspeed indicating system, but it completes our look at the flight speed picture. As Figure 1 shows, what you read on your airspeed indicator is Observed Airspeed. • Correct the observed airspeed
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

Jun 1, 2003 - 10,000 feet and more than 470 mph at 20,000 feet. Of course, if the quoted airspeed for this pressurized airplane is true airspeed at a pressure.
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

manometer, which applies air pres- sure to the airspeed indicator. The applied pressures correspond to ap- propriate airspeed readings, and the technician ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

static port. Because your airspeed indicator compares the pressure from the pitot .... If all these different airspeed cor- rections sound intimidating, take heart.
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Test Pilot: Climb Test Procedures 

cards brimming with numbers, it's time to transform them ... FPA Flight path angle. Figure 1 block is simply ... A persoiiali/ed membership card and EAA decals;.
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Test Pilot: Cockpit Evaluation 

... forces or an overly sensitive feel, which means small. 102 JUNE 2000 .... As you perform all these sug- gested evaluations individually, remember that this is ...
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Test Pilot: Finding Vx 

why we discarded it. This month "Test Pilot" will use the same raw data to determine the. RV-6A's maximum climb angle and the associated airspeedâ€”Vx. Figure ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

... below 10,000 feet pressure altitude up to 200 knots. 102 MARCH 2001 ..... Send your comments and sug- gestions to Test Pilot, EAA Publica- tions, P.O. Box ...
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Test Pilot. Climb. Performance. The best rate depends on power, and ... Visa/M.C., call (804) 353-1713. ... Contact us for more details, including prices, at.
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Test Pilot: Grading Glide 

O.O. Aircraft Company. Ohio offers ... Download our brochure at: www.rayallencompany.com. For more .... 2-Blade to 6-Blade designs available up to 2000 hp.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Repeat the test using different air- speeds. From the data you gather, you can determine which airspeed produces the best climb rate and what that rate is for ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Repeat this process for the range of air- speeds your plane is capa- ble of flying, and you can create a table or plot of cal- ibrated versus observed air- speed.
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Test Pilot: Stability & Friction 

Repeat this until you map the airspeeds faster than the trim speed. Remember, you're not expanding your airplane's flight envelope dur- ing this test. Do not ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

2. P. Vc = 0.369 x VG x. OAT + 273.15. 2026.12. Vc = 0.369 x 121.78 x. = 120.21 ... aircraft, like LANCAIR, GLASAIR, CIRRUS, EXPRESS, QUESTAIR, VAN's, VELOCITY, etc. 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- ... but you find yourself stabilized at 126 knots as you ap-.
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Test Pilot. JANUARY'S "Ttsi PILOT" uis- cussed an airplane's vari- ... which is what we pilots read on the ..... data you call out over the intercom. A second crew ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Repeat this process for the range of airspeeds your plane is ca- pable of flying, and you can create a table or plot of calibrated versus ob- served airspeed.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

The sine of one angle of a right triangle is the ratio of the ... airplane's maximum climb angle depends on its Thrust, Drag, and ..... Major credit cards accepted.
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Test Pilot: Freeplay & Centering 

This position is the forward end of the freeplay band. The freeplay band is the difference between the aft and forward ends. 6. Repeat the test for left, then right ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

Service Center: MT-Propeller USA, Inc. 1180 Airport Terminal Drive. De Land, FL 32724. Tel: (386) 736-7762, Fax: (386) 736-7696 e-mail: [email protected].
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climbs 

neuvers near your airplane's limit load factor can ... the repeated climbs and descents ... and VY airspeeds is one of the test's primary chores, and this means you ..... You'll know whether you ... In reality you can ignore this in most homebuilts.
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

accurate time hack by noting when your shadow passes the .... airplane's first test flight. Preview the course ... Give yourself plenty of room to turn around for the ...
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Test Pilot: Maneuvering Diagram 

structure, giving it an ultimate load factor of 5.7g. ... This is the ultimate load fac- tor line. ... plane at 1 1 7 knots or less ensures that it will .... loading to the left of the original stall line .... through Cirrus For DynCorp DUATS Windows
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climbs 

You repeat this until you've covered the entire range of possible climb airspeeds. If your airplane had a smoke system, the repeated climbs and descents.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Mar 8, 2003 - feet above the water, you'll have to climb. No matter how .... House & Air Show ... ly, it depends on T-D, which is called excess thrust. The ratio ...
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Test Pilot: Maneuvering Diagram 

Maneuvering. Diagram. Flying safely inside the V-n boundaries. ED KOLANO knots calibrated airspeed, and stalls, wings-level, at 60 knots. It's a home- built, but ...
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